Placement offers in Computer Science

The students should apply for these placements according to the same procedure as for regular student exchange. Please see our website: http://www.uku.fi/intl/english/current/trainingplacements.shtml

### Computer Science placement offer 1

**PLACEMENT INFORMATION**
- **Offered by**: Department of Computer Science
- **Training offered**: Interesting and challenging research work in one of the following fields: 1. Intelligent and learning systems, 2. Machine vision, 3. Pattern recognition
- **Training can take place**: Autumn 2009 - Spring 2010
- **Number of months**: 1-12
- **Further information**: Pekka.Toivanen@uku.fi

**REQUIREMENTS FROM APPLICANT**
- **Field of studies**: Computer science, Information technology, or related
- **Years of university studies completed**: At least 2, recommended 3
- **Language skills ***: English
- **Other skills needed**: Matlab-programming, or programming in C or C++

### Computer Science placement offer 2

**PLACEMENT INFORMATION**
- **Offered by**: Department of Computer Science
- **Training offered**: We offer an interesting trainee position in the following field: Computational Intelligence. The trainee will work in the field of learning neural networks attached to an autonomous vehicle.
- **Training can take place**: Can be negotiated: F. ex. 2009-2010
- **Number of months**: 4-18 months
- **Further information**: Pekka.Toivanen@uku.fi

**REQUIREMENTS FROM APPLICANT**
- **Field of studies**: Computer Science, Information Technology
- **Years of university studies completed**: At least 3 years
- **Language skills ***: English
- **Other skills needed**: Programming in C or C++, hopefully also in Matlab